Autonomic Mirage Music Players First Third Party Entertainment Platform
Compatible with Crestron Pyng™
Mirage Music Players bring high-resolution audio, all major streaming services and the luxury of
custom queues and playlists to Pyng users
Armonk, NY. May 29, 2015 – Autonomic, makers of the finest whole-house music systems, has
announced support for the Crestron Pyng home automation app. Autonomic Mirage Music Players are
the first third party entertainment devices to offer Crestron Pyng compatibility, providing integrators with
the ultimate whole-house music solution within the Crestron Pyng environment.
“Autonomic and Crestron have collaborated extensively, maximizing our products interoperability in order
to provide the features, functionality and superb sound quality that differentiates this cooperative solution
from ordinary consumer-oriented music boxes,” stated Autonomic CEO Michael de Nigris. The newest
5.2 software version from Autonomic enables Crestron Pyng to automatically discover and configure the
Mirage Music Player without programming, increasing overall efficiency for integrators.
Also new with the 5.2 software from Autonomic are key updates to the Crestron Smart Graphics™ module
based on feedback from dealers. Changes include easier programming of Smart Graphic touch screens
and remote controls that reduces programming time, along with the capability to play/pause music as well
as view the current state of all Mirage Music Players from the Smart Graphics interface. Smart Graphics
users now have easier access to the Autonomic exclusive TuneBridge® feature as well as the ability to
browse within a queue. Additionally, integrators now have precise control over which streaming services
are accessible from each Smart Graphics touch screen within the home.
The upgrade to Pyng compatibility and new Smart Graphics features are available for all Mirage Music
Players via the Autonomic Dealer Zone or assistance from Autonomic technical support.
ARTWORK HERE
Autonomic Controls, Inc. (www.autonomic-controls.com) introduced the world's first cloud-based media server, making audio and
video consumption more reliable, easy and fulfilling. Exclusively engineered for control system integration, Autonomic products
have become the standard for converging content for multi-room distribution from the most popular sources, such as iTunes,
Windows Media, PANDORA® internet radio, Rhapsody®, TuneIn Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio, Slacker, Napster, TIDAL, Deezer
and Spotify.

